
Stephen Pierce – Q & A - Webinar 20 Dec 2007

Q.
How do you shift your paradigms?

A.
Ask yourself what if your beliefs are not true?  What else if the opposite is true.
If it is not happening for you, you are not achieving your objectives then you need to 
challenge everything you are doing.

Q.
Stephen, According to your point of view how many OTO offers a sales page should have that 
leads visitors to buyers?

A.
Unlimited.  As many as the prospect will buy.  So you always need to have more offers 
than the prospect will buy.

Q.
Many people say It's always important to do the market research first and not just go for a niche 
on a passionate topic.  Yet if we do some of the traffic strategies you suggested such as articles, 
forums, blogs etc won't that draw the traffic.  Isn't the Long Tail deal that the internet makes 
even unusual niches successful so long as you use the traffic strategies

A.
Traffic strategies are tactical not strategic.  You have to know where you are going 
and that’s strategic and fundamental.  Market research will always be critical because 
it provides you with direction.  Market research is a discovery process.  Traffic 
strategies are tactical – which is pretty weak without a strategy. 

Q. 
Do you recommend targeting long tail keywords or targeted keywords to get better search engine 
results in terms of ranking and profitability?

A.
Single word keywords are too general and don’t enable you to identify what prospects 
are really looking for.  Long tail keywords are about finding prospects who really know 
what they are looking for.  The more specific the keyword phrase the more likely it is 
that the prospect will buy.

Q
New business – which traffic strategy is best to start with?

A.
Blogs forums and MySpace.

Q. Re the traffic funnel of sell them the book and only if they buy the book then they hear about 
the next product.  What if they aren't really interested in the book but they have the money and 
might be interested in a more expensive one first up, if they only knew it was there

A.
There is a big difference between a Sales funnel and Sales process.
Sales process provides value.  If they back out from the first offer it is almost 
impossible to determine what they want.    You can always try an exit popup.  Test it.
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Q
What if the areas you are knowledgeable in are markets that are hard to win in? And when you 
dig deeper, the possible niches become more of what you think the market needs, as opposed to 
what the market wants. Do you drop this and just find a market to win in?

A.
Look at all the possible angles for you to get in to the market.  Look to become a 
complementer,  enhancer or enabler – i.e. add yourself to an existing successful 
product.

Q How to create credibility as a newcomer with new product?

A. This is about community age – not the attention age.  Attention is a business 
question about standing out against competing messages.  The real message is about 
how do I fit in to the community, participate in and then lead their conversation.
Find where you can fit in to the community that requires your product.

Q  Missed this one!

A
Keyword research is limited in scope but does not reveal true possibilities of market – 
look for trends.  Search for: ‘fast growing market’ – you will find someone else who 
has done some research.  
Find out what is happening by looking for trends – think in the abstract.  Search for 
conversational phrases that people would use in blog posts where they are talking 
about the next new thing.

Q.
I have a sales page that convert 2 to 5%, what strategies which get me to earn USD 1000 before 
31 Dec 2007?

A
What’s the traffic and what’s the price?
If its sales conversions that’s good.  It it’s opt-ins that’s bad.
PLR product – owner said 2% sales conversion.
GAP Goals, Activities and Priorities – traffic strategies should drive visitors to your 
conversations and community.  

Q.
Guidance on Cornerstoning.

A.
Take dogs as an example.  You have a dog training book – move on to other 
associated niches – dog food, dog clothing etc.
You cannot predict what is the next move your prospect might make – but you can try 
to work out the future potential and make sure you are well placed to take advantage.
Understand the future potential of your position.
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Q
What is the quickest ways to generate traffic on blogs.  Done linkback, submit to blogs directories 
etc but still not getting traffic.

A.
Blogs are about conversations. Most Comments are just feedback unless you actively 
participate yourself and encourage comments and trackbacks.
DTAlpha is good example of a conversation. Many product launch blogs are dead 
before and after the launch.
Snakes on a Plane – there was huge buzz before the premiere – but the film bombed 
in the theatres.  Lots of attention but no consumption.
New DTAlpha blog is about the conversation but does not mention the blog product 
itself.  
Back to community – if you have a conversation going then you already have their 
attention.  You do not have to compete for their attention.

Q.
As an absolute beginner, what area of I.M. should I focus on?
Should I be looking at kicking off an affiliate based website or a website based on something that 
I can teach others? Should I get experience first, perhaps starting a J.V. with another beginner or 
working for/being mentored by someone with some more experience?

A.
These are your personal choices.  Doesn’t matter which product/method you choose 
but choose one you will be committed to over the long term.  All comes back to 
deciding where/how you are going to fit in.

Q.
Stephen, can I know how you get the knowledge of what is the current markets' trend and what 
people are doing. Example: How do you get to know what you answered about the JV thing just 
now?

A.
Not allowing your thinking to be locked in.  Keeping a fluid mind.  Reading other 
peoples blogs to get a sense of what is going on.  
Four sights:

• Foresight – to have a sense of future trends.  
• Hindsight - Understand what has happened in the past.
• Topsight – broad 360 degree view of the whole market – macro view.
• Insight – looking at a small niche, finding the detail – micro view.

Most people are not suffering from information overload.  They just don’t have a 
method of managing the information they receive – what is valid and relevant.

Q.
Should SMCC members be going to DTAlpha blog?
A.
Yes, DTAlpha contains information that is not available within SMCC.  Make it part of 
your daily routine and engage with the community.  Contribute your part of the 
conversation.  But do not mention SMCC as it is not a promotion for SMCC and this will 
confuse others.
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